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Introduction
We are sending this ahead of  the referendum so that we can appraise you of  our 
thoughts relevant to our decisions about our investments.



Outlook
Polls suggest this will be close run. Looking at a mix of  betting sites on the 
Internet the same seems to be true with the leave vote gathering some more 
pace. 
We can't begin to guess or predict the outcome but we know it has potential 
effects for all of  us. Housing, markets generally, jobs, sterling - all stand to be 
affected - the list is well publicised and televised and I shan't bore every one here 
with repetition.



Effect On Economy 
If  we leave a shallow recession is predicted. 
It has been stated that it will be one of  the most shallow recessions in the last 4 
decades and arguably may happen even if  we stay in Europe.



Market Volatility
This is likely to increase but not to be confused with a recent raft of  soft 
economic data which contributed to last weeks sell off. 
The two things - soft data and referendum uncertainty - conspire to make 
markets very volatile.



Currency & Markets
Broadly these are the same as in March. Weaker sterling helps exports but the 
margin of  correction suggested by many is within what might be called normal. 
The same for markets. Oil prices brought the FTSE 100 down early this year to 
the lowest "post leave levels" suggested by a mix of  experts. 
Markets have been lower than present despite their distance from the European 
discussion.



What Are The Options?
Switch into cash and see what happens. What are the risks? - we miss any 
market upturn if  the referendum has been the cause of  market pressure. Also, we 
would need to determine when to re-enter our investment regime - timing is very 
difficult to predict. 
Stay as we are - possible outcomes - a lift in markets if  we stay in if  the 
uncertainty is the real cause for the lower values we are seeing, or a drop in 
values. This drop is likely to be short term and removes timing risks.
We have anecdotal evidence of  situations where people have tried to call the 
market and psychology has won through where the decision to return to markets 
has been left too late and the bus has driven by.



Our Counsel
Stay as we are. 
If  anyone does choose to switch to cash then to move back into markets ASAP 
after the result is known. 
The markets are set to try us perhaps even more than the endless political 
rhetoric but experience suggests that a cool head and a focus on the longer term 
will stand us in good stead.



Summary
We suggest a hold tight position. 
If  you are concerned or wish to discuss the outlined alternatives, then by all 
means contact us. 
We will be vigilant of  course and if  our view shifts, will be in touch.



Keeping in touch
Telephone: 01722 411 411
Email: hfc@unbiased-advice.co.uk
Website: http://www.unbiased-advice.co.uk
Client log in facility: http://www.fenetra.co.uk


